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MACROPARTISANSHIP:
AN EMPIRICALREASSESSMENT
PAULR. ABRAMSON
CHARLESW. OSTROM,JR.
MichiganState University
evaluate the comparabilityof the Gallup and Michigan Survey Research
Centermeasuresfor studying levels of partisanshipamong the U.S. electoratewe compare the overtimedistributionof partisanshipand the correlatesof partisanshipusing
the results of Gallup surveys, the National ElectionStudies, and the GeneralSocial
Surveys. Comparedwith the Gallupresults,both the othertwo surveysreveallessshortterm variation and also less total variation. Comparedwith the Gallup results, the
NationalElectionStudiespartisanshipresultsare less relatedto short-termelectoraloutcomes and do not appearto be strongly driven by short-termeconomic and political
evaluations.Our analysessuggest that scholarsshould be cautiousabout using Gallup
results to revise conclusions based upon analyses that employ the Michigan Survey
ResearchCenterparty identificationmeasure.

The correlates and consequences
of party identificationhave been an ongoing concern among political scientists
for the last three decades. There have
been argumentsabout the originsof partisanship, its stability among individuals
and electorates,the best way to measure
partisanloyalties, the extentto whichparty identificationshapes, or is shaped by,
policy preferences,the dimensionalityof
the party identificationmeasure,and the
meaningof partisanindependence.
The recent article by MacKuen,
Erikson, and Stimson (1989) appears to
provideimportantinsightsthat couldlead
scholars to alter their conception of the
meaningof party identification.Usingthe
resultsof Gallupsurveys conductedfrom
1945through1987, they analyzethe party
affiliationsof the U.S. electorate,measuring the proportion of all partisanswho
consider themselvesto be Democrats, a
measure they call macropartisanship.
Theiranalysesreveal a greatdeal of variability in partisanpreferences.MacKuen

and his colleaguessuggestthat this shorttermvariationfollows structuredpatterns
of changewithin presidentialadministrations, that these changeshave short-term
electoralconsequences,and that they are
largely driven by short-term economic
and political evaluations.
MacKuen,Erikson,and Stimsongeneralize their findings to the extensive
researchliteratureon partyidentification,
arguingthat variabilityin party identification "forcesus to reconsiderthe standard view of party systems and realignment theory" (1989, 1139). The "midrangedynamics"of partisanchange, they
maintain, "yield partisan movements of
realignment magnitude (though not
realignmentduration)that requireneither
miracles nor catastrophes but instead
arise from the routinesuccessand failure
of ordinary politics" (p. 1139). Rather
than focusing on long-termchanges that
may lead to partisanrealignments,MacKuen and his colleagues suggest that
scholars attempt to account for short-
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term variation and its contribution to
electoralchange.
As we shall see, MacKuen, Erikson,
and Stimson'sclaims are essentiallycorrect if one uses Gallupsurveysto measure
partisanloyalties. But their findingsmay
have limitedgeneralizabilityin reevaluating the concept of party identification.
Based upon the sweeping generalizations
in their conclusions, it appears that
MacKuen and his colleagues view the
Gallup measure (which Gallup labels

partyaffiliation)andthemeasureof party
identificationdevelopedby the University
of Michigan Survey Research Center
(SRC) to be interchangeable.'Admittedly, as Converse and Pierce (1985) have
argued, there may be no "right"way to
measurepartisanship.But we also agree
with them that "it is of great importance
not to treat diversemeasuresof partisanship as functional equivalents of one
another"(p. 143).
We question the implicit assumption
that the Gallupand the SRCmeasuresare
equivalent, especially since MacKuen,
Erikson,and Stimsondo not evaluatethis
assumptionempirically.As we shall see,
MacKuen and his colleagues exaggerate
the degree of volatility in the Gallup
measure. But even if this problem is ignored, there is reason to believe that the
wording of the Gallup party affiliation
questionmay lead to volatile results.
Let us briefly comparethe wording of
the Gallup and SRC items. The Gallup
question reads, "Inpolitics, as of today,
do you consideryourself a Republican,a
Democrat, or an Independent?"By contrast, the basic Michigan SRC question
reads, "Generallyspeaking,do you usually think of yourself as a Republican,a
Democrat,an Independent,or what?"As
Conversehas argued:"The'generally'and
'usually' qualifiers in the SRC question
were originally intended to broaden the
time referenceand properly classify the
long-termidentifierwho is momentarily
piqued at his own party, or tempted to

defect temporarilyto vote for a charismatic candidateof anotherparty. A verb
like 'consider'in the Gallup questionhas
somewhat parallel, if perhaps weaker,
overtones;but the 'as of today' invites in
the baldestway a very transientframeof
reference"(1976, 35). Converse reports
that he had conducted"manycasualcomparisons"of the two items, and concluded
that the responsesappearedto be strongly
correlatedover time. However,he argues,
the "facedifferencesin contentbear chiefly on the time referent"and concludes,"It
is my impressionthat ... the Gallupitem
is visibly more volatile and situationbound than the SRC party identification
measure"(1976, 36).2
Given the extent to which MacKuen,
Erikson,and Stimsongeneralizefromtheir
findings, it is essentialto determinewhethersimilarresultsobtainwhen the widely
used Michigan SRC party identification
measureis employed.As relativelyfew national surveys have employed the Michigan measure,there is no way to replicate
the MacKuen,Erikson,and Stimsonfindings with the Michiganmeasure;and we
do not attempta replication.Instead,our
goal is to evaluate the comparabilityof
the Gallup and Michigan SRC measures
for studyingoverall levels of partisanship
by comparingGallup resultswith results
fromthe two majoracademicsurveysthat
use the Michigan SRC measure:the National Election Studies (NES) conducted
by the MichiganSRC and the Centerfor
Political Studies and the General Social
Surveys (GSS) conductedby the University of Chicago National Opinion Research Center.3
As we shall see, the results using the
Gallup measure and Michigan measure
are substantially different. Compared
with the Gallup measure, both the NES
and the GSS surveys reveal less shorttermvariationand display less total variation. Compared with the Gallup measures, the NES measureof partisanshipis
not strongly related to short-termelec-
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Figure1. Percentageof Partisans
Who Are Democrats:Gallup Measure,
QuarterlyResults, 1952-87
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toral outcomesand does not appearto be
drivenby short-termeconomicand political evaluations.Basedupon our analyses,
we mustcautionscholarsto use greatcare
in generalizing the MacKuen, Erikson,
and Stimsonresultsto studiesof partisanship that employ the Michigan SRC
measure.

Variationin Partisanship
LikeMacKuen,Erikson,and Stimson,
we analyzethe percentageof partisans
who considerthemselvesto be Democrats.As Gallupresultsdo not differentiate among independents who lean

towarda party and those who do not,
they provide only a single measureof the
relativestrengthof the two majorparties.
Becausethe SRCmeasurealways asks independentswhetherthey feel closerto the

Republicanor the Democraticparty, at
leasttwomeasuresof therelativestrength
of the partiesare possible.4The first,
whichwe labelNES1andGSS1,is thepercentageof partyidentifierswho identify

1970

1975.

1980

1985

with the Democratic party. In many
respects,this measureseems closer to the
way the Gallup measure is constructed,
but some scholars argue that many selfprofessed independentsare in fact "hidden partisans"(see especiallyKeithet al.,
1986). The proportionof independentsis
highertoday than it was duringthe 1950s
and early 1960s, and it is important to
employ a measurethat taps theirpartisan
leanings. Our second measure,which we
label NES2and GSS2,is the percentageof
party identifiersand independentleaners
who eitheridentifywith, or lean toward,
the Democraticparty.
Even though most of our analyses are
restricted to the same time points employed by the NESand GSS, we beganby
examiningthe relativelevel of Democratic
strength for every quarter from 1952
through1987.5UnlikeMacKuen,Erikson,
and Stimson,who use selectedsurveysfor
each quarter,6we employedall the available Gallupsurveys, exceptfor telephone
polls that consistentlyshow relativelylow
levels of Democraticsupport.Our results
are presentedin Figure1. As can be seen
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Table 1. Variances in Partisanship
Measureof Partisanship
NES2
GSS,
NES,

Time Periods

Gallup

1945-87 (all quarters)a
1952-87 (all quarters)
1952-88 (4th quarter of election years)

25.44
16.97
16.27

7.89

10.85

27.87

10.84

14.01

GSS2
_
-

-

1972-89 (1st quarterGallupand GSS;4th quarter
NES)b

18.49

17.95

aResultreportedin MacKuen,Erikson,and Stimson1989, 1128.
bTheNESresultsare for 1972-88.

by comparingour figure with the results
presentedby MacKuenand his colleagues
(1989, Figure 1), the overall pattern of
results tracks their results fairly closely
throughthe early 1980s.
Duringthe mid-to-late1980s, however,
there are clear differences between the
MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson results
and those we report. Admittedly, both
their results and ours show a sizable
decline in Democraticloyalties. But their
results display substantiallymore variation from quarter to quarter, and they
present at least one quarterly result in
which. there are more Republicansthan
Democrats. Although there are single
polls that show more Republicansthan
Democrats, published Gallup results
make it clear that there was not a single
quarterduring the 1980s for which there
were more Republicansthan Democrats.
At least some of the variability in the
MacKuen,Erikson,and Stimsonanalysis
resultsfrom the relativelyhigh variation
they reportduringthe mid-to-late1980s.
Thus, if changes of "realignmentmagnitude" involve a shift in majority party
status, the publishedGallupresultsdo not
show changes of this size during the
1980s.7The only result publishedby the
Gallup organization showing an actual
Republican lead in party affiliation is
based upon surveys conductedin 1946, a
periodwhen Gallupquotasamplingdeliberately underrepresented nonwhites,

Southerners,and personswith low social
status (Glennand Frisbie1977).
Even though the procedures used by
MacKuenand his colleagues to measure
partisanshipexaggeratethe variabilityof
party affiliations, the Gallup measure
clearly displays considerable volatility.
Figure1 reveals that the Gallupdata display considerable variation over time;
and adding the years before 1952 (see
MacKuen, Erikson, and Stimson 1989,
Figure 1) reveals even more variation.
MacKuenand his colleaguesjustify their
choice of the Gallupdata by arguingthat
one needsa largenumberof datapoints to
treatparty identificationas "acontinuous
macro phenomenon measured through
time"(1989, 1127).
In Table 1 we reportvariationin overall levels of Democratic support using
alternative measures of partisanship.
MacKuenand his colleagues report that
from 1945 through1987the variancewith
the Gallup measure was 25.44, and we
have presentedtheir finding in our table.
As our table shows, thereis less variation
on the Gallupmeasurebetween 1952 and
1987, partly because party loyalties am
pear to have been in considerableflux
shortlyafterWorldWarII (see MacKuen,
Erikson,and Stimson1989, Figure1), and
partly because variation is substantially
less during the mid-to-late 1980s when
one relies upon published quarterly
results. Even so, variationduringthe 144
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Figure2. GallupMeasureof
PartisanshipComparedwith NES
and NES2,1952-88
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quarters between 1952 and 1987 is still Gallupsurveys. Only 9 NES observations
substantial.
are availableduringtheseyears, and both
However, one need not examineevery
NES1 and NES2 display more variation
quarterduringthese years to demonstrate during this more recent period. But, as
variabilitywith the Gallup measure;for,
with the 1952-1988period, NES1displays
as Table 1 reveals, variation is almost as
less thanhalf the variationrevealedby the
greatwhen the analysisis restrictedto the
Gallup surveys, while NES2exhibits ap19 biennial time points that correspond proximately half the variation found
with the NES election year surveys. As
using the Gallupdata.
variabilitycan be demonstratedby a relatively small numberof observations,it is
reasonableto employ both the NES and
PatternedVariation
the GSS data to determinewhetherpartiMacKuenand his colleaguesprovide a
sanshipis highlyvariablewhen the Michi"visual 'test' of the responsiveness of
gan SRCmeasureis employed.As Table1
shows, the basic NES measure that in- macropartisanship to presidential apcludes only self-proclaimedpartisansdis- proval and consumer sentiment"(1989,
plays less than half the variation found 1130). They display changes in partisanwith the Gallup measure." Including ship during the Truman, Eisenhower,
leanersleads to morevariationin the NES Kennedy-Johnson,Nixon-Ford, Carter,
surveys; but even when leaners are in- and Reagan presidencies. Neither the
cluded,the variancein the NESsurveysis NES nor GSS data provide enough time
substantially less than variation in the points to merit separatedisplaysfor each
of these periods. Nonetheless, we can
Gallupsurveys.
the 19 NES observationsto the
compare
The GSS provide 16 observationsbetween 1972 and 1989.9As Table 1 shows, comparable19 Gallup quarters,and the
there is clearly more variability in the 16 GSS observations with the 16 comGallup measure during this more recent parableGallup observations.
Figure 2 compares the biennial NES
period. GSS1and GSS2also display considerablevariation but only about two- results between 1952 and 1988 with the
thirds of the variation revealed by the Gallup surveys conducted during the
185
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Figure 3. Gallup Measure of Partisanship
Compared with GSS1 and GSS2,
1972-89
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same period. Both the SRC and the
Gallup measures follow similar trends;
but it is readily apparentthat the Gallup
measuredisplaysmore variability,reaching higher levels of Democraticsupport
when the Democrats are strong (e.g.,
following the Watergateaffair)and lower
Table 2. Correlationsamong
Measuresof Partisanship,
1952-88 and 1972-89
Time
Periods
1952-88a
Gallup
NES,

1972-89b
Gallup
NES1
NES2
GSSI

NES,

Measureof Partisanship
NES2
GSSI GSS2

.70

.75

_

-

.97

-

_

.74

.81

.75

.82

-

.98
-

.85
.83
-

.88
.88
.98

-

aComparisonsof Gallupand NES are based upon
fourth-quartersurveysconductedduringeach election year.
bTheNES resultsare for 1972-88. Comparisonsof
GallupandGSSarebaseduponfirst-quarter
surveys
conductedduring each survey year. We compare
NES surveys conducted in the fourth quarterof
1972, 1974, 1976, 1982, 1984, 1986, and 1988 with
GSS surveys conductedduringthe first quarterof
the followingyear.

levels of Democraticsupportwhen Democratic loyalties are waning, as in the late
1960s and the mid-to-late1980s.
In Table 2 we present the correlations
among the various measures. As NES1
and NES2 are based upon the same
respondents, these measures are very
highly related. Of course, the relationships betweenGallupand NES1and NES2
are high by survey research standards.
However, these relationshipsare below
what we hope to find if the Gallup and
SRCquestionswere measuringthe identical attitude.
Figure 3 compares the annual GSS
results between 1972 and 1989 with the
Gallup results for the same period. As
with the NES and Gallup measures, the
GSS and the Gallupresultsfollow similar
patterns;but once again, it is clear that
the Gallup measure displays more variability. Forexample,the impactof Watergate is greaterwith the Gallup data, and
the Gallupdata revealgreaterDemocratic
losses duringthe mid-1980s.
Obviously, GSS1and GSS2will be very
highly correlated(seeTable2). Boththese
measuresare more highly correlatedwith
the Gallup measure than the NES
measures were; but between 1972 and
1988 the NES measures are also more
highlycorrelatedwith the Gallupmeasure
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Macropartisanship
than they were for the full 36 years for
which NES and Gallup results can be
compared.But the relationshipsbetween
the NES and GSS measures and the
Gallup measures are below what one
would hope to find if identical attitudes
were being tapped. In fact, even though
the NES and GSS surveys are conducted
during different periods, NES and GSS
results are more highly correlatedwith
each other than they are with the more
proximateGallupresults.

predicted seat change is similar using
NE% and NES2;but the R-squaredsfall
dramatically, and the t-ratios are no
longersignificant.Addingthe 1988results
slightly reducesthe predictedseat change
for the Gallup measure, slightly reduces
the R-squared,and the t-ratioremainssignificant.Whenthe 1988resultsare added,
the results for the NES measuresclearly
deteriorate. Although a modest seat
change is predicted (now less than two
seats for each percentagepoint changein
party identification),the R-squaredsare
now quite low. The MichiganSRC meaElectoral Consequences
sure does not appearto be useful for exMacKuenand his colleaguesclaim that plaining short-termseat change. Similar
changes in overall levels of partisanship resultsobtainwhen one examinesthe relahave short-termelectoral consequences. tionship between alternativemeasuresof
They reportthat a one-pointshift toward partisanshipand the percentage of the
a party in macropartisanship(in the third popular vote for Democratic House
quarter)leads to a three-seatgain for the candIdates. Our results employing the
party in U.S. House elections,a thirdof a
Gallupmeasureare very similarto those
point gain in the percentage of House reportedby MacKuenand his colleagues.
votes, and a half-pointgain in the presi- For both the 1952-86 and the 1952-88
dential popular vote (1989, 1129). We periodspredictedvote changeis less with
reporttheirresults,along with our analy- the NES measure,and the t-ratiosare far
ses for the years since 1952, in Table 3.
lower. Moreover, for both NES%and
Although we believe that aggregate NES2 the R-squaredsare extremely low
changes in overall levels of partisanship for both the 1952-86 and 1952-88periods.
have electoralconsequences(see AbramAs MacKuenand his colleaguespoint
son, Aldrich, and Rohde 1990, chap. 8),
out, testing the relationshipof partisanwe wanted to determinewhether short- ship to the percentage of the vote for
term changesin the SRCmeasureyielded Democratic presidential candidates is
similar short-term political results. We problematic,for the number of cases is
restrictour analysis to the NES surveys, small. Our analyses consistently show
since they are conductedshortlybeforeor partisanshipto be more strongly related
after generalelections. We comparedthe to the majorparty presidentialvote than
short-termelectoralimpact of changesin the resultsreportedby MacKuenand his
partisanshipas measuredby the NES sur- colleagues.Their resultsincludethe 1948
veys with the impact of changesin parti- election, in which Trumandid far better
sanship as measuredby Gallup surveys than one would have predictedfrom the
conducted during the fourth quarter of
Gallup party affiliation results. For the
each electionyear.
1952-84 elections, the Gallup and MichiAs Table 3 reveals, between 1952 and gan measuresyield similarresults.Includ1986 (the last election MacKuenand his
ing the 1988 results weakens the predictive power of the Michigan measure.
colleaguesstudied)a one-pointgain in the
Gallupparty affiliationmeasureleads to a
While all the t-ratios are significant,the
2.89-seatgain in House elections;but the
R-squaredis higherwhen the GallupmeaR-squaredis only .26. For this period the
sure is employed.
187
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Short-TermEvaluations
"Macropartisanship," MacKuen,
Erikson,and Stimsonargue,"isa variable
like others, subject to routine ebb and
flow as citizens in the aggregatereflect
their experiencesof politics onto the parties" (1989, 1125). MacKuenand his colleagues'time series analysisdemonstrates
that the Gallup measure responds to
short-termevaluations of the economy.
They conclude, "Wenow know that partisanship moves and that the economy

moves it. More precisely, we know that
the aggregatedivision of partisanshiphas
fluctuated over the past 40 years, that
those fluctuationshave been substantial,
and that they have had political consequences.Finally,we now know thatpartisanship'stwistingcoursehas been shaped
by the winds of political and economic
fortune"(pp. 1138-39).
We have alreadyseen thatmost of these
claims are underminedwhen partisanship
is measuredby the SRC party identification question.Changesin partisanshipare

Table 3. Partisanshipand ElectionResults
Measureof
Partisanship

ElectionYears
Numberof DemocraticHouse
seats
1946-86a
1952-86

Gallup(3d quarter)
Gallup(4th quarter)
NES,
NES2

Gallup(4th quarter)
NEST

1952-88

NES2

DemocraticHouse vote (%)
1946-86a
1952-86

Gallup(3d quarter)
Gallup(4th quarter)
NEST
NES2

Gallup(4th quarter)
NEST

1952-88

NES2

Democraticshareof major
party presidentialvote (%)
1948-84b
1952-84
1952-88

Gallup(3d quarter)
Gallup(4th quarter)
NEST
NES2
Gallup(4th quarter)
NEST
NES2

DurbinWatson

B

t-ratio

R2

3.00
2.89
2.77
2.65
2.73
1.72
1.76

2.39*
1.18
1.39
2.36*
.92
1.12

.38
.26
.08
.11
.25
.05
.07

1.11
1.08
.95
1.10
1.16
1.05

.31
.27
.19
.23
.26
.11
.15

2.00*
.71
1.08
1.97*
.53
.86

.23
.20
.03
.07
.19
.02
.04

1.53
1.68
1.49
1.57
1.77
1.62

.56
.96
1.47
1.45
.92
.98
1.02

2.45*
2.20*
2.77**
2.56*
1.79*
2.23*

.17
.46
.41
.52
.45
.29
.38

1.41
2.08
2.05
1.39
1.93
1.84

aResultsreportedin MacKuen,Erikson,and Stimson1989, 1129.
bResultsreportedin MacKuen,Erikson,and Stimson,1989, 1140, n. 4.
*p < .05.
**p < .01.
188
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substantiallysmaller, and those changes
do not significantlyaffectshort-termcongressionalelectionresults.However, individual-level data clearly show that the
Michigan SRC party identification
measure responds to short-term forces
(see Brody and Rothenberg1988; Fiorina
1981; and Lockerbie 1989), so that we
would also expect aggregatemeasuresof
SRCpartisanshipto be affectedby shortterm considerations.10But as the Michigan SRC measure seems to tap longerterm party loyalties than the Gallup
measure, results that employ the Michigan measure should be less driven by
short-termeconomicand politicalconsiderations.
Conductinga time series analysis that
compares the NES, GSS, and Gallup
results is complicated because there are
relatively few NES and GSS surveys.
Moreover, the GSS studies were conductedat unequalintervals,and thus cannot be used without violating the basic
time series assumptionof equally spaced
time intervals. Lackingmonthly or quarterly data that use the Michigan SRC
measure,we cannot replicatethe transfer
functionanalysisused by MacKuen,Erikson, and Stimson. Nonetheless,a test we
provide clearly suggests that variation in
the Michiganmeasureis not shaped "by
the winds of political and economic fortune."
Instead of replicating their causal
model, we focus on TableN-1 (MacKuen,
Erikson, and Stimson 1989, 1140-41, n.
13), in which they utilize ordinary least
squaresto assurereadersthat theirresults
"areno artifact"of their transferfunction
approach.They seek to demonstratethat
lagged macropartisanship,political approval, and consumersentimentcan explain macropartisanship.We attempt to
approximatetheirresultswith the following steps. First, we create political approval using actual presidential approval11minus .29 laggedconsumersentiment (see MacKuen, Erikson, and Stim-

son 1989, 1140-41, n. 13). Second, we
standardizepolitical approval and consumersentiment,employing(as MacKuen
and his colleaguesdid) the index of consumer sentiment (ICS), which has been
measured by the Michigan SRC since
1953. Third,we multiplythe standardized
measuresof each variableby -1 during
Republicanadministrations.Fourth, we
employ the NES measuresand the Gallup
surveys conducted during the fourth
quarterof each electionyear and createa
lagged partisanship measure by using
Gallupand NESmeasuresfrom two years
in the past.12 Finally,we regresseach partisanshipmeasureon fourth-quarterpartisanship (lagged two years), fourth-quarter political approval, and fourth-quarter
consumersentiment.
Table 4 presents the results of this
analysis for each of the three measures.
Although we used far fewer observations
than MacKuen and his colleagues, we
demonstratethat the Gallupmeasuredoes
respond to political-and especially to
economic-conditions. Lagged partisanship, the ICS, and political approval account for 56% of the total variation;and,
as the Q (or residual autocorrelation)
statisticdemonstrates,there is no indication of significant serial correlation(see
Ostrom1990). TheseresultssupportMacKuen, Erikson,and Stimson'sclaims that
partisanship (as measured by Gallup)
responds to short-term conditions. The
analysis also shows that one can demonstratethe impactof short-termconditions
even if one employs relativelyfew observations. If the Michigan SRC measure
does respond to short-termevaluations,
we have enough data points to demonstrate their impact.
As Table 4 shows, the standardMichigan measurerespondssomewhatto shortterm economic and political evaluations,
but it is far less responsivethanthe Gallup
measure. None of the three variables is
significantlyrelated to NES1;and, more
importantly, together they account for
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Table 4. Impact of Short-Term Evaluations upon Partisanship, 1954-88
Measureof
Partisanship
Gallup
NES,
NES2

Constant
28.13*
(2.45)e
49.55*
(2.05)
46.39*
(2.23)

Lagged
Indexof Consumer Political
Partisanshipa
Sentimentb
Approvalc
.54**
(2.90)
.21
(.55)
.24
(.70)

1.92*
(2.32)
1.18
(1.41)
1.66*
(1.85)

1;31
(1.11)
-.25
(-.18)
.13
(.09)

R2

Qd

.56

2.88

.19

1.43

.27

1.37

aLaggedpartisanship:the lag is two years.The analysisbeginswith 1954becausethe ICSwas not measuredin
1952;the 1952partisanshipresultsare usedfor our lags for 1954.
bStandardized
indexof consumersentimentmultipliedby -1 duringRepublicanadministrations.
Standardizedpoliticalapprovalmultipliedby -1 duringRepublicanadministrations.
dBoxPierceQ-statisticwith four degreesof freedom.
eThenumbersin parenthesesare t-ratios.
*p < .05.
*p < .01.

only 19% of the total variation. As with
the Gallup measure,there is no evidence
of serialcorrelation.NES2is moreresponsive to short-termevaluations; for consumersentimenthas a statisticallysignificant impact, and somewhat more variation is explained.However, the model as
a whole accounts for only 27% of the
variation, only half the impact of the
three variables on the Gallup results.
Once again, thereis no evidenceof serial
correlation.
Thesefindingslead to two conclusions.
First,MacKuenand his colleaguesarecorrect when they conclude that the Gallup
partisanshipresults do strongly vary in
concertwith politicaland economicvariables. We demonstratethat this variation
is sustainedeven when the numberof data
points is reduced substantially. Second,
their conclusions do not hold when the
MichiganSRC measureof party identification is employed, calling into question
the generalizabilityof theirfindings.

Conclusions
Although MacKuenand his colleagues
exaggeratedthe extent of variability in

partisanshipduringthe mid-to-late1980s,
they have on balanceprovided a careful
analysis of the correlatesof partisanship
as measuredby the Gallupsurveys. Their
claims that the Gallup measureis highly
variable,that changesin Galluppartisanship correlatewith election results, and
that Gallup partisanshipappears to be
drivenby short-termeconomicand political evaluations are supported by our
analyses.
Despitetheseresults,theirfindingsmay
have limitedimplicationsfor the study of
party identification. MacKuen, Erikson,
and Stimson fail -to consider that the
Gallupmeasuremighthave built-inshortterm volatility comparedwith the Michigan SRC measure, which is designed to
tap long-termpartisanattachments.The
SRC measure, too, has some short-term
properties,as both this analysisand individual-levelanalyses have demonstrated.
But the SRCmeasure,whetheremployed
in the NESsurveysor in the GSS, has substantially less volatility than the Gallup
measure.Moreover,resultsusingthe NES
and GSS surveysshow less total variation
than resultsusingthe Gallupsurveys.The
NES results are not strongly related to
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Macropartisanship
congressionalelection results. Finally, a
time series analysis employing the NES
surveys suggeststhat the SRCmeasureis
not strongly driven by short-termeconomic and political evaluations.
As Converse suggested over a decade
ago, the Gallup-typemeasuresare likely
to evoke a different response than the
SRC measures. Our empirical reassessment demonstratesthat the SRCmeasure
has differentpropertiesthan the Gallup
measure.At the very least, the Gallupand
the SRCmeasuresarenot interchangeable;
and scholarsshould exerciseconsiderable
caution in generalizing findings based
upon analyses of the Gallup measureto
studies of party identificationthat have
relied upon the MichiganSRC questions.
Although MacKuenand his colleagues
shouldhave been more carefulin generalizing their findings to the study of party
identification,their researchmay lead to
fruitful insights. The Gallup measure is
different from the SRC measure, but it
may well prove to be useful. Theircausal
analyses suggest that we may need to
combinesuchmeasuresas presidentialapproval, the ICS, and partisanship.Further
analysisis neededto evaluatethe meaning
of the Gallup party affiliation measure
and to determinehow it can best add to
our understandingof public evaluations
of parties,policies, and political leaders.

Notes
We are gratefulto ReneeM. Smithfor her assistance and comments,and to JohnH. Aldrich,Cleo
H. Cherryholmes,Ada W. Finifter,RobertW. Jackman, BrianD. Silver,and DennisM. Simonfor their
comments.
1. MacKuenand his colleaguesdo not reportthe
wordingof the Galluppartyaffiliationquestionand
do not raise the possibilitythat it may have different propertiesthan the MichiganSRCmeasure.The
mannerin which they introducethe Gallupresults
makesit clearthatthey view thesemeasuresas interchangeable:"Partyidentificationmay be treatedas a
continuousmacro phenomenonmeasuredthrough
time. We have gathereddata for such a series,presentedhereas a quarterlycompilationof the Gallup

identification measure from 1945 through 1987"
(1989, 1127).
2. A recent study by Borrelli, Lockerbie, and
Niemi (1987) of polls conducted during the 1980 and
1984 elections also suggests that using the phrase as
of today to measure partisan preferences yields
results that tend to favor the party advantaged in the
most recent presidential contest.
3. The data employed in our analyses are based
upon the following sources. Gallup party affiliation
results from 1952 through 1959 were provided by
John E. Mueller of the University of Rochester,
results for 1960-1980 were based upon Public Opinion Location Library (POLL)results provided by the
Roper Center for Public Opinion Research, and the
results from 1981 through the first quarter of 1989
are'based upon The Gallup Report. The NES party
identification results are based upon individual
codebooks for each election year published by the
Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social
Research; and the GSS results are based upon cumulative code books published by the Roper Center.
The number of Democratic House seats at the beginning of each Congress from 1952 through 1984 are
from Congressional Quarterly 1985, and the 1986
and 1988 results are from the Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report. The percentage of the total
popular vote for Democratic House candidates is
reported in Ornstein, Mann, and Malbin 1990, and
the presidential election results come from Scammon
and McGillivray 1989. The Gallup presidential approval results from 1952 through 1959 were provided by Mueller, results from 1960 through 1984
were based upon POLL, and results from 1985
through 1988 were based upon The Gallup Report.
Results for the index of consumer sentiment are
based upon the CITIBASE Data Bank. Procedures
for aggregating Gallup partisanship and approval
results follow those employed by Ostrom and Simon
(1985). With the exception of the results provided by
Mueller, all of the results we employ are available in
published sources or from data archives. However,
we have prepared a list of the values for every variable used in our analyses, available upon request.
4. Because the SRC measure also differentiates between partisans who feel strongly attached to their
party and those who do not, it would also be possible to develop mean scores that take these responses
into account. See Abramson 1983, chap. 7 for examples of such measures.
5. As we are not able to compare Gallup surveys
conducted before 1952 with surveys using the Michigan SRC measure, we did not analyze Gallup
surveys conducted between 1945 and 1951.
6. MacKuen and his colleagues report that their
measure of partisanship was based upon data obtained from the Roper Center as a systematic sample
of Gallup surveys using the first Gallup survey conducted during every odd-numbered month. These
results were aggregated into quarterly results (1989,
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1139-40, n. 3).
7. Just what changes of "realignment magnitude"
might be is clearly a subject for debate. For an outstanding discussion of alternative definitions of realignment, see Sundquist 1983.
8. The NES surveys are usually conducted between early September and early November during
presidential election years; for most midterm elections they are conducted during November, December, and the following January. We therefore compare the NES results with Gallup surveys conducted
during the fourth quarter of each election year.
9. The GSS surveys began in 1972 and were conducted in every subsequent year except 1979 and
1981. As the GSS are conducted in February, March,
and April, we compare these results with Gallup
surveys conducted during the first quarter of each
survey year.
10. For further evidence on the sources of shortterm change in aggregate levels of partisanship, see
Allsop and Weisberg 1988.
11. Because the NES surveys have measured presidential approval only since 1972, we rely only upon
the Gallup measure.
12. If partisanship is highly variable (as MacKuen
and his colleague argue), there may be problems in
using a two-year lag for partisanship. However,
even with the two-year lag, lagged partisanship is
significantly related to the Gallup measure of party
affiliation.
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